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Webscale CloudEDGE Image Manager
The Impact of Poor Image Management on
Core Web Vitals scores

The speed and browsing experience of websites is critical to the success of online businesses such as news and
publishing, ecommerce for fashion, beauty and retail, or travel and hospitality. In these verticals, and others, images
have a signiﬁcant impact on user experience. A typical ecommerce page comprises more than 60% images, potentially
requiring more than 50 requests to fully render. Subsequently, any improvement in the size and bandwidth usage of
images delivered can result in signiﬁcantly faster page load times. Subsequently, any reduction in the size and
bandwidth usage of images delivered, can result in signiﬁcant improvement in Core Web Vitals scores, without any loss
of visibility into your infrastructure.
Responsive web design is now a requirement for any modern website that wants to deliver a personalized experience
to the client browsing it. The diﬀerent types of devices that must be supported, from mobile to desktop, present a
range of sizes, browsers, viewing orientations and screen resolutions that must be supported. In order to serve the
“right” image for each device, and maintain fast page load times, the administrator has to manage multiple versions of
each original image best suited for the device and user.
In ecommerce especially, there are many diﬀerent viewing options, such as thumbnails, zoom and color options,
eventually leading to hundreds of “versions” of an image for a single product. Webscale CloudEDGE Image Manager
was designed to solve this performance and manageability challenge.
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Webscale CloudEDGE Image Manager is a multi-cloud SaaS solution that
oﬀers a one-stop, automated image optimization and management
solution for website administrators to store images, dynamically
optimize delivery, improve page load times and reduce spend. By
deploying at the traﬃc edge, CloudEDGE Image Manager can
dramatically improve Core Web Vital scores by reducing the size of
images, without any loss of visibility into your infrastructure.
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Product Beneﬁts

Reduced Costs

Enhanced Shopping Experience

CloudEDGE Image Manager manipulates images
on-demand, reducing the need to store multiple
variants of an image on the origin server, reducing
storage costs. Its intelligent caching stores commonly
requested variants, enables CDN caching of optimized
images, and ensures high speed delivery of these assets
to users. Having specialized software to automate
image management also reduces the need to hire large
in-house teams.

CloudEDGE Image Manager allows merchants to
enhance shopper experience and engagement, and
deliver competitive diﬀerentiation. Image functionality
such as zoom-in, adding overlay such as logos and text
on products, and changing background colors, is
possible to perform on the ﬂy. Integrating the online
and in-store experience, and seamlessness across
platforms, is achieved through better interactions with
products.

Automatically Manage New Devices

Better Performance

Hours after new devices like tablets, smart watches,
and smartphones are released, they get into the hands
of millions of consumers, accessing ecommerce
websites in screens of diﬀerent sizes and resolutions.
Webscale ensures the best experience for these users
instead of burdening the website administrator, and
ensures that the best suited image is dynamically
delivered to every device, every time.

Webscale’s automated Image Optimization sits at the
core of our web performance solution. If a shopper is
using a device from a network with high latency,
CloudEDGEImage Manager can automatically resize,
reformat, or compress the image delivered to the
device. Since images contribute signiﬁcantly to the
weight of a web page, load times are thus faster and
more eﬃcient, with no compromise on Core Web Vitals
scores.

Key Features
Image Optimization
Automated format selection
based on browser – WebP,
JPEG, PNG
Resize images
Compress images
Lazy loading / Deferment
CDN integration
SVG-based scalability

Dynamic Image Manipulation
URL-based dynamic image
transformations in real-time
Automatic resizing
Adding image overlay

Diverse Platform Integration
AWS S3
Google Cloud
Microsoft Azure

Changing background color

CDNs – AWS CloudFront,
Fastly, Akamai, Cloudﬂare

Blurring images

Abobe Commerce

Adding text, logo

Shopify

Watermarking images

BigCommerce

Auto-detect face and
features

SAP Commerce Cloud
Salesforce Commerce Cloud
HCL Commerce
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